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Rika Yunoki, a senior chemistry major, talks to a friend about her experiences the night of March 15, during the
Amtrack train accident. Yunoki stayed after getting off the train to help people breathe.
Eastern student survives
Amtrak train wreck
By Joe Sanner
Senior reporter
When Rika Yunoki, a senior
chemistry major, was on her
way back to campus late March
15 from Chicago, where she
was visiting friends, the last
thing she expected was for the
Amtrak train she was on to
derail.
Yunoki said she is still in
shock and has trouble remem-
bering everything that happened
that night when the Amtrak train
on its way to Mattoon hit a truck
blocking the tracks at a crossing
near Bourbonnais, killing 11
people and injuring at least 116
when it jumped the tracks.
“The car behind mine flipped
over, but mine didn’t,” Yunoki
said. “I could see all the fires
and flipped-over cars from my
seat. Some people were just
screaming.”
Yunoki said she was not sure
where her car was in relation to
the front of the train, but she
remembered another car had hit
hers from the outside, splitting
her seat in two.
“I felt a strong break and
soon it derailed,” she said. “I
was thrown on the floor and
bumped into chairs.
“It stopped and then I stood
up and saw the train piling up
and the fires,” she said.
Yunoki said although most
people on the train panicked, a
few uninjured passengers pulled
together to help those who were
either too injured or too shocked
to help themselves.
“Some mothers were
screaming from the other com-
partment,” she said. “There was
this guy trying to calm people
down and lead them outside. We
got out because we could smell
the smoke and see the fires.”
Yunoki said those who were
able headed to a nearby building
to get warm, but she stayed
behind to offer help to the
injured.
“I was just holding some
people and helping them to
breathe,” Yunoki said. “That’s
all I could do. I felt so helpless.
“There were so many guys
who helped get people out of the
cars; otherwise they could be
dead by now from the smoke,”
Yunoki said. “I don’t know how
long we waited for the fire
department and ambulances.”
Sometime between 3:30 and
4 a.m., after help arrived,
Yunoki and others who did not
need medical attention were
taken to a nearby store where
they could get warm and were
given food.
“Then they started making a
list of who survived and taking
names,” Yunoki said.
At around 6 p.m. Tuesday, a
small shuttle bus drove Yunoki
and other survivors to the
Amtrak station in Mattoon.
“No one liked the bus,” she
said. “We hit so many bumps
and that just reminded me of the
accident.”
Yunoki said the accident def-
initely changed her life, but she
is not yet sure in what way.
“It seems there are so many
things I have to think about,”
Yunoki said. “It happened to
me, and I still remember it very
well.
“I’m glad I survived, and I
am home here doing school
work and other things,” she said.
“But some people died, and it’s
still like a nightmare to me.”
Experience gives student ‘something to think about’
Cancellation
upsets students
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Despite some students’ com-
plaints regarding the removal of the
summer commencement ceremony
in 2000, plans to discontinue it are
still underway.
Mark Haines, director of special
events and planning services, said
the reason the ceremony will not be
held in the future is because of lack
of interest and the cost of the cere-
mony.
Haines said the cost of summer
commencement is approximately
$5,500; the cost of spring and fall
commencement ceremonies is
approximately $6,500.
The cost of the commence-
ment ceremonies includes: com-
mencement guides, costs for
mailing information to students,
long distance phone calls, print-
ing, tickets, cap and gown
orders, labor costs for student
workers, fees for the interpreter
and the reader, cap and gown
rental for guest speakers and the
platform party, diplomas, diplo-
ma covers, name plates for the
covers, cleaning, plant rental and
table cloths.
An average of 75 to 80 percent
of students graduating participate in
the spring and fall ceremonies and
20 percent of graduating students
participate the the summer ceremo-
ny, Haines said.
Haines said the lack of interest
may be because some people have
busier schedules during the sum-
mer.
“Participation is lower because
people are busy in the summer,” he
said.
Haines said there is a proposal
sheet that keeps count of how many
people participate in all the cere-
monies but could not provide exact
numbers at the time.
Some students are unhappy with
the university’s decision to discon-
tinue the summer commencement
ceremony after this year.
Tara Grady, a graduate student in
special education, said she thinks
students were not asked their opin-
ions about eliminating the ceremo-
ny.
“It was a decision taken out of
everyone’s hands,” she said.
Meri Boyer, also a graduate stu-
dent in special education, also said
she is unhappy with the decision.
“I’m very disappointed they
decided to eliminate summer com-
mencement,” she said. “It steals the
opportunity from students to partic-
ipate.”
Haines said so far he has only
received one complaint from a stu-
dent regarding the elimination of the
ceremony.
Faculty elections
to be held today
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The faculty elections being held
Wednesday and Thursday will give
all Unit A faculty members an
opportunity to select the colleagues
they would like to represent them
on various faculty bodies on cam-
pus.
The elections will be held from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday in the Bookstore Lounge
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Bonnie Irwin, Faculty Senate
vice chair and chair of the elections
subcommittee, said the results of
the election will be announced at
Tuesday’s senate meeting.
The election will be run by
Faculty Senate members, said
Faculty Senate Chair James
Tidwell. The elections subcommit-
tee members are responsible for
tabulating the votes.
Unit A faculty members, which
includes tenure and tenure-track
faculty, will be able to select repre-
sentatives for the Faculty Senate,
Council on Academic Affairs,
Council on Graduate Studies,
Council on Teacher Education,
Council on University Planning
and Budget, Admissions Appeal
Review Committee, Enrollment
Management Advisory Committee,
Academic Program Elimination
Review Committee, Sanctions and
Termination Hearing Committee
and the University Personnel
Committee.
In the Faculty Senate election
there are six candidates for five at-
large positions. Both Tidwell and
Faculty Senate member John Best
are running as incumbents. Other
Faculty Senate candidates include
Reed Benedict, T. Howard Black,
Robert Fischer and Bailey Young.
See ELECTIONS Page 2
Summer commencement ceremony
will still be canceled despite protests
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BLACKSTREET: FINALLY
BLUR: 13
CRASH TEST DUMMIES: GIVE YOURSELF A HAND
FOOLISH: SOUNDTRACK
SAMMY HAGAR: RED VOODOO
MC BREED: IT’S ALL GOOD
Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.
Alcohol violations
n James M. Corbin, 19, of 902
Post Oak Lane, was cited at
4:37 a.m. on Saturday at the
corner of Fourth Street and
Tyler Avenue, on charges of dri-
ving while under the influence,
having a blood alcohol content
of .08 or more, disobeying a
stop sign and illegal consump-
tion of alcohol by a minor, a
police report said.
n Jason Michael Sowers, 22, of
1410 Ninth St., was cited at
12:42 a.m. on March 12 in the
1400 block of Ninth Street, on
charges of driving while under
the influence and failure to
yield, a police report said.
n Jeri Gladys Leonard, 20, of
525 Seventh St., was cited at
4:37 a.m. on March 14 at the
intersection of First Street and
Washington Avenue on charges
of driving while under the influ-
ence, having a blood alcohol
content  of .08 or more, failure
to signal when required and ille-
gal consumption of alcohol by a
minor, a police report said.
n Matthew Andreas Newton, 19,
of 1021 Greek Court, was cited
at 1:31 a.m. on March 12 in the
400 block of Monroe Avenue,
on charges of purchase and/or
acceptance of alcohol by a
minor, false identification and
minor frequenting a licensed
establishment, a police report
said.
n Sean M. Lucas, 20, of 1521
11th St., and Brian C. Redican,
19, of 2002 11th St., were cited
at 12:59 a.m. on March 11 at
509 Lincoln Ave. on various
charges, a police report said.
Redican was cited for purchase
and/or acceptance of alcohol by
a minor and petit theft, and
Lucas was cited for purchase
and/or acceptance of alcohol by
a minor and possession of
another’s identification, the
report said.
n Darrell A. Andrews, 19, of
Philo, was cited at 7:45 p.m. on
March 14 at 1404 Fourth St. on
charges of purchase and/or
acceptance of alcohol by a
minor, a police report said.
n Brett R. Evans, 18, of 259
Thomas Hall; Matthew C.
Henard, 19, of 13 Douglas Hall;
and Darin Michael Ripperden,
19, and Matthew S. Hatfield, 22,
both of 2219 Ninth St., were
cited at 12:21 a.m. on March 12
at 2219 Ninth St. on various
charges, a police report said.
Ripperden was cited for sale of
alcohol without licensing, disor-
derly conduct and purchase
and/or acceptance of alcohol by
a minor. Hatfield was cited for
sale or gift of alcohol to a
minor, disorderly conduct and
sale of alcohol without licens-
ing. Evans and Henard were
cited for purchase and/or accep-
tance of alcohol by a minor, the
report said.
n Scott A. Bradley, 21, of 225
State St.; Richard H. Ballinger,
17, of 530 W. Elm Ave.; Andrew
L. Wiliams, 20, of 511 Sixth St.;
and Bobbi L. Leonard, 18, of
525 Seventh St. were cited at
11:49 p.m. on March 14 at 225
State St. on various charges, a
police report said. Bradley was
cited for sale or gift of alcohol
to a minor, Ballinger and
Williams were cited for pur-
chase and/or acceptance of alco-
hol by a minor, and Leonard
was cited for possession of alco-
hol by a minor, and purchase
and/or acceptance of alcohol by
a minor, the report said.
Domestic Battery
n Alicia Leane Robinson, 21, of
204 W. Grant Ave., was cited at
6:29 p.m. on March 11 at her
residence on charges of domes-
tic battery, a police report said.
n Brad E. Haase, 24, of 1430
11th St., was cited at 11:36 a.m.
on March 15 at 947 Fourth St.,
on charges of domestic battery
and criminal damage to proper-
ty, a police report said.
Theft
n Chad E. Burris, 19, of 420 W.
State St., was cited at 3:23 p.m.
on March 11 at Wilb Walker
Super Market, 1460 E St., on
charges of retail theft, a police
report said.
n Joseph Gregory Prokuski, 20,
of 1214 Madison Ave., was cited
at 4:30 p.m. on Saturday at 909
Adams Ave., on charges of theft
under $300, a police report said.
blotter
police
Three current Faculty Senate
members, Ron Gholson, Anne
Zahlan and Norbert Furumo, are
not running for reelection, Tidwell
said.
He said the elections for
Faculty Senate officers are held at
the last regular meeting of the
semester.
Tidwell said he is undecided as
to whether he will run for the
chair position again.
In the Council on Academic
Affairs election, there are six can-
didates for three at-large posi-
tions. Candidates include Janet
Cosbey, Andrew Methven, Tim
Shonk, David Smith, Don Smith
and Veronica Stephens.
CAA Chair Bill Addison said
three current CAA members are
not running for reelection. They
include Marilyn Wilkins, who is
serving out Ken Sutton’s term
after his retirement last semester,
Frank McCormick and Mary
Anne Hanner.
In the CUPB election, four
candidates are running for two
seats. Unit A faculty members will
be able to choose one candidate
from the College of Sciences. The
candidates from the College of
Sciences include Steven Daniel
and Kevin Jones. 
Tidwell said Michael Havey is
the current CUPB member from
the College of Sciences. Havey is
not running for reelection.
The other position open on the
CUPB is from the College of
Education and Professional
Studies. Candidates running
include Mahmood Butt and Gloria
Leitschuh, who is the incumbent.
The terms for all faculty mem-
bers elected will begin in the fall,
Irwin said.
Elections
from Page 1
Gun owners responsible
for children’s actions
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) –
Keep your guns away from chil-
dren or go to jail – that’s the bot-
tom line of a bill approved Monday
by the Illinois House.
But the House rejected two gun
control measures backed by
Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley.
One would have required state
licenses for gun dealers, and the
other limited handgun purchases to
one a month.
The measure requiring parents
to store their guns safely passed
70-44, despite opposition from the
National Rifle Association.
“It’s not a gun control bill. It’s a
bill that says to gun owners, ‘Hey,
have your gun; we don’t want to
take them away from you. Just pro-
tect children in your homes from
these guns,’” said the sponsor, Rep
Lou Lang, D-Skokie.
People who failed to keep their
guns away from children under 14
would face criminal penalties of up
to three months in prison on the
first offense and up to one year and
a $1,000 fine for all subsequent
offenses. It applies to parents or
anyone supervising children.
Lang’s bill originally required
that gun owners place trigger locks
on their guns, but it was amended
to require only that they take ‘‘rea-
sonable’’ steps to protect children.
Gun sellers would have to post
signs in their stores notifying cus-
tomers of the new law.
“Once people realize that they
have to do this, they’re going to be
more careful with their guns,” said
Lang, whose bill now moves to the
Senate for consideration.
Critics disagreed, saying that
criminalizing parental action sets a
dangerous precedent, and that laws
requiring gun restriction cannot be
effectively applied statewide.
“In many areas of the state,
the sheriff might be 15 or 20
minutes away, in which time are
we fumbling with a trigger lock
or a lock box ... while the bad
guy’s coming in?” said Dale
Righter, R-Mattoon.
Critics were more successful in
opposing two pieces of Daley’s
high-profile gun control package.
The sponsor, Rep. Tom Dart, D-
Chicago, said he would not call
either bill for another vote.
The first measure would have
required all gun sellers to pay $300
for a three-year license, keep a
clean criminal record and maintain
reasonable business practices by
not selling to suspected criminals.
It also would have created a
computer data base of all gun sales
accessible only to law enforcement
officers, although dealers could go
through police to check the infor-
mation.
It failed 52-62, far short of the
60 votes needed to pass.
The second would have limited
people to buying just one handgun
per month. It failed 50-64.
Opposing lawmakers said the
measures would start the state
down a slippery slope toward vio-
lating privacy rights and the right
to bear arms.
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
The company proposing a land-
fill that would be adjacent to a
nature area owned by Eastern
Friday filed its expected siting
application with county officials.
The proposal filed by CC
Landfill Inc., a division of Allied
Waste Industries Inc., reviews cri-
teria required by the Illinois
Environmental Protection Act and
the Coles County Regional
Pollution Control Facility Siting
Ordinance, including need for the
facility and environmental con-
cerns.
The Burgner Acres Natural Area,
owned by Eastern and maintained
by Eastern and volunteers for the
Embarrass Volunteer Stewards and
a local chapter of the Nature
Conservancy, lies directly south-
west of the proposed site, about 4
miles northwest of Charleston.
The proposal did not list plans
for a specific buffer zone adjacent
to Burgner Acres, but it did state
the areas closest to the nature area
would not be active landfill areas.
“The wooded unnamed tribu-
tary to Riley Creek to the south of
the site and the adjacent Burgner
Acres Natural Area are also con-
sidered to be sensitive uses,” the
application said. “Active landfill
uses will be located well away
from these areas.”
The proposed site is surrounded
by farms, which will be protected
by buffer zones of land, with the
exception of Burgner Acres.
The proposal addressed a “sig-
nificant wooded area containing
large specimens of oak and other
trees,” adjacent to Burgner Acres.
“These areas will not be affect-
ed by the proposed landfill opera-
tion,” the application said.
The application is the first step
toward approval by the the Coles
County Board, which has 180 days
to review the application. The
board is expected to make a deci-
sion on the application in mid-
September.
The application outlines nine
criteria for approval, including
need for the facility and compli-
ance with environmental require-
ments.
According to the application,
the current facilities are expected
to run out of disposal capacity in
2005.
The proposal also said the
Coles County Solid Waste
Management Plan calls for the
development of a new landfill in
the area.
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Here’s a peek at some of the recruiters attending
the job fair- Check our web-site for a complete list:
www.luc.edu/resources/career
• Pre-registration deadline: March 5, 1999.
Submit your resume and check for $10 (payable
to Loyola University Chicago) to:
John P. Bradarich
Loyola University Chicago
6525 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60626
• You can also walk-in the day of the Job Fair with
80 or more copies of your resume. Registration
at the door is $20.
• Your resume keeps working for you thru June
1999 by becoming a part of our aggressive
resume refferal sya\stem.
• Literally hundreds of job and internship opportu-
nities in accounting \, communications, computer
science, and social services are available.
• Professional attire is required.
Abt Associates
Adler Planetarium
American Bar Association
Americorps
CCH, Incorporated
ChildServ
City of Chicago
Clear Communications
ComEd
Dovenmuehle Mortgage, Inc.
Driehaus Capital Management
Firman Community Services
General Motors
Genisys Consulting
Hewitt Associates
Illinois State Library
INROADS
Kirkland & Ellis
Market Advantage
Marriott Vacation Club Int’l
Minolta
Morningstar
OLDE Discount Corp.
Option One
Signal Communications
Systems Research, Inc
U.S. Census Bureau
U.S. Drug Enforcement Admin.
THE BODY SHOP
348-TANS
4 weeks Unlimited Tans- $30
6 weeks Unlimited Tans- $40
8 weeks Unlimited Tans- $50
9- Wolfe 32 Bulb Beds With Face Tanners
1- Hex Standup Bed
1406 6th Charleston
Great
Prices
THE 10 BIGGEST BEST 
BEDS IN TOWN!!
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
This site, located at 6351 Ill. Route 316, outside of Charleston is being proposed for a new landfill. The site is adjacent
to Burgner Acres Nature Area, owned by Eastern.
Siting application
filed for potential
county landfill 
Plans underway for modifications in residence halls
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Room modification changes in three res-
idence halls are currently being planned to
provide more housing options for students in
fall 1999.
Bill Schnackel, director of university
housing and dining services, said the
changes are being made because of students’
requests for more options.
“We decided to make modifications that
are more attractive to students,” he said.
The three residence halls that will have
new options include Carman Hall,
Stevenson Hall and the north side of Thomas
Hall.
Carman hall will feature “deluxe dou-
bles,” which are two-person rooms. These
rooms currently house four residents and
will be available to sophomores in the fall.
Schnackel said 68 rooms in Carman Hall
will be made into deluxe doubles.
Stevenson Hall will feature “k-suites,”
which currently house two residents. They
will be available as single rooms this fall. k-
suites are rooms adjacent to residence assis-
tant rooms and the occupants share a bath-
room with each other.
Thomas Hall north will offer “doubles as
singles,” which are rooms normally used to
house two residents. These rooms will house
one student this fall.
Each of the three options will require stu-
dents living in them to pay the double room
rate plus an additional fee. 
Schnackel said a proposal for the room fees
is currently in the works and will be avail-
able in April.
Residents living in the deluxe doubles
will have to pay an additional $275 each per
semester; residents living in the k-suites will
have to pay an additional $550 per semester
and residents living in the doubles as singles
will have to pay an additional $550 per
semester.
“We are charging students extra for more
space,” Schnackel said.
Schnackel said he is not sure how much
furniture will be in the rooms, and housing
services is surveying students to see how
much furniture the residents want in the
rooms offered this fall.
“We’re working on that now,” he said.
In the past, some students have had to
live in lounges in residence halls because of
the amount of students, but the new rooms
and their arrangements will not affect the
availability of residence hall rooms, he said.
“We are looking at the enrollment trends,
and this will not affect the students,” he said.
Another change in residence hall
arrangements is the third floor on the north
side of Taylor Hall will be a women’s floor
next fall.
Schnackel said enrollment numbers for
women is higher than mens’ enrollment,
which is why the change is being made.
Potential site to be located ‘well away’
from Burgner Acres Natural Area
Three residence halls may feature ‘deluxe doubles’ and ‘k-suites’ to respond to students’ requests
Resident urges tenants
to check out apartments
I am writing in regards to the col-
umn titled “Apartment Hunters: read
the fine print first.” Being that I am
currently employed by one of the land-
lords of Charleston, I felt I needed to
add my opinion as well.
I know many students often com-
plain about their landlords. In the past
few months, I have heard quite a few
complaints. However, as I have heard
it put before “you get what you pay
for!” I do not rent from my employer,
thought I do wish I did. Compared to
where my family lives now, the proper-
ties we rent are castles full of gold! If
you want a nice, clean and well-main-
tained property you have to look in the
right places. Sure, they may cost a lit-
tle more but you will save yourself
from complaining in the end.
This year, we have had more
renewals than I thought would be pos-
sible. I guess that says the tenants are
happy. We make sure our tenants are
happy. If there is a problem with the
property, simply let us know we get it
taken care of and it doesn’t take all
year. If our tenants have a problem,
they know that all they have to do is
come in talk. We DO understand!
As for our leases, they do explain
everything! Our obligations as well as
the tenants. When prospective tenants
choose to sign a lease, we go over
every section, just so everyone under-
stands. There is nothing hidden in our
leases.
Go ahead, ask around. If we were
afraid we wouldn’t encourage you!
More and more, our past tenants return
to us and renewals pile up. If you want
something nice, check around and then
come see us.
Kelly Tapp
Charleston resident
Today’s quote
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Eastern’s shuttle bus committee voted beforespring break to send a proposal to doublethe current shuttle bus fee to the tuition andreview board for approval. 
The committee initially discussed hiking the shut-
tle bus fee from $2.50 to $5 per semester to purchase
another bus. But now the committee has found itself
$25,000 short of funding the one shuttle it has.
Panther Express made its debut in December and
now a little more than three months later, the com-
mittee is already looking for more money. The com-
mittee should seek alternative methods of funding the
shuttle bus for next semester; fees should not be
increased simply because funding was mis-planned.
The shuttle bus com-
mittee received a total of
$20,000 from the offices
of the president and the
office of the vice presi-
dent for student affairs.
However, Melissa Girten, former shuttle bus coor-
dinator, said hiking the shuttle fee would be better
than seeking alternatives.
“Doubling the fee would be better than scrapping
together funds,” she said.
Asking the office of the president and the office of
vice president for student affairs would be a much
better option. In fact, finding alternatives to raising or
producing new student fees should be a priority,
especially one of the shuttle bus committee and
Student Senate’s, both bodies that represents students
who have to fork out the additional money.
The proposed increase is now in the hands of the
tuition and review board. If approved by the board, it
will then move to Student Senate and the final stamp
of approval will have to come from Eastern’s Board
of Trustees. 
During the entire approval process, one question
needs to be kept in mind: Did students force the
committee to come up $25,000 short of funding the
shuttle bus for next semester? 
The answer is simple: No. Therefore a fee
increase, in addition to the one already being paid
for, is excessive and ridiculous. Poor planning and
budgeting on the committee's part does not justify
raising student fees.
Shuttle fee 
adequate
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
It is one thing to have a right to the possession of
money, and another to have a right to use money
as one pleases.
Pope Leo XIII,
Pope from 1878 - 1903, born in 1810
Shuttle
The shuttle bus committee and
Student Senate should look for
alternate funding for the bus
instead of raising student fees.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Unbelievable: The onlyword to describe howsome programs andlaws receive wide-
spread support and are imple-
mented, only because all the facts
and repercussions are left
unknown.
Case in point: Spring Break. I
received a "courtesy reminder"
from the Secretary of State’s
office warning me that if I
received another traffic violation
within the next 24 months – yes, two years – my license
would be suspended.
My jaw has never dropped to the floor so fast in my life.
In the middle of the letter I was reminded of the speeding
ticket I received at the end of February from a friendly
Charleston police officer on Rt. 16. 
The kicker was that I was subject to losing my license
because of the Illinois' graduated license program. I remember
this program being publicized as a way to increase the amount
of time teenagers spend behind-the-wheel in an effort to lower
the number of accidents. Never did I see or read that everyone
under the age of 21 can face the threat of losing their driver's
license.
So I made a trip to my local Department of Motor Vehicles
to get more information. The new system, which was put into
effect by now-Governor George Ryan in January of 1998, has
three steps: the permit phase, initial licensing and full licensing
phase.
The permit phase places restrictions on drivers age 15
including the number of passengers allowed in the car,
requires driving to be supervised by a parent or adult 21 or
older. Drivers age 15 who are convicted of a moving violation
must continue to drive on a learner's permit for six months
before getting their license.
The initial licensing phase, for drivers age 16 and 17,
requires a minimum of 25 hours of behind-the-wheel practice,
that all occupants of the vehicle under the age of 18 must wear
a seat belt and limits the number of passengers in the car.
Under this phase, drivers must abide by a "driving curfew" of
11 p.m. Sunday-Thursday and midnight on Friday and
Saturday.
Under the initial licensing phase, conviction of any moving
violation before the age 18 will have the Secretary of State's
office sending home a warning letter to the parents and teenag-
er. Second conviction of a moving violation before age 18 will
result in a minimum one-month
license suspension, with a longer
suspension for subsequent viola-
tions. Suspended drivers are
required to attend a remedial dri-
ver education course and pay a
$30 fee, take the written and dri-
ving test again – just to get their
license back.
And under the full licensing
phase – the final step in the
Illinois graduated license program
– drivers age 18-20 could have
their licenses suspended if they receive two moving violations
in a two-year period. A $30 reinstatement fee must be paid
after the suspension period is complete to get your license
back.
Ryan's reasoning behind the program is a valid one – 16
percent of all crash fatalities in Illinois are caused by
teenagers. And increased education is the best way to do this.
At least 16 other states have implemented the graduated
licensing system – the difference between most of these and
Illinois is that they don't include drivers older than 18.
Michigan and North Carolina, for example, have a three-
step program. But once a driver turns 18 – a legal adult – they
are no longer subject to the program.
The only positive thing that came out of the letter from the
Secretary of State is that I found out that once I do turn 21, I
return under the three-tickets-in-a-year-and-lose-your-license
system. So technically, I can't get a ticket for any moving vio-
lation – from not using my turn signal to speeding – for the
next six months.
The now-Secretary of State Jesse White "sincerely urges
(me) to drive carefully and observe all traffic laws, not only for
(my) safety but also for the safety of all highway users."
And for the next six months I will drive more carefully –
with one eye on the speedometer and one looking for police
officers.
The moral to this entire story is to always read the fine print
and the "oh-yeah-we-forgot-to-tell-you" clauses to any new
preventive program that is introduced. Often times "learning
the hard way" is not the best way to learn about a program's
restrictions and consequences.
Yes, the countdown has begun – six months and counting
... and the cruise control is on.
Under 21? Two strikes and you’re out 
“And for the next
six months I will
drive more 
carefully – with
one eye on the
speedometer and
one looking for
police officers.”
Deana Poole
Editor in chief
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Deana Poole is a junior journalism major and a weekly colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Letter policy
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$11.99+tax
348-8282
Not valid with any other offer.  
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You’d be smilin’ too
if you’d actually read
today’s edition of
The Daily
Eastern News
instead of just lookin’
at the pictures.  
Library renovations 
to be student-friendly
By Tiffannie Bosley
Staff writer
Beginning in May, Booth
Library will undergo massive reno-
vations scheduled to be completed
by December 2001.
The modernization and expan-
sion of the library is designed to be
student-friendly.
“Every space you see is space to
use,” said Alan Lanham dean of
library services.
A few of the renovations to
Booth Library include the addition
of more open space for patron seat-
ing, a two-story glass-enclosed atri-
um, a new south entrance and the
relocation of library services,
Lanham said.
There is an increase of open
space available for patron seating.
Seating will be located along all the
windows of the entire building.
Additional lounge seating is placed
overlooking the atrium and in other
attractive areas, he said.
“The idea is to let more natural
light in,” Lanham said.
In addition, the shelving is posi-
tioned lower to “allow vision of the
whole room,” he said.
Each individual workspace will
increase in square footage, allowing
students more space at all the com-
puter stations, he said.
Lanham said a grand walkway is
designed to connect the north and
south entrances.
“It makes it easier to maneuver;
it’s a straight shot,” Lanham said.
The atrium is the most exciting
feature to the renovated library,
Lanham said. It provides visual ref-
erence points on every level of the
building. 
“It should give people a sense of
direction,” said Lanham.
Relocation of library services
permits greater efficiency and a
more logically organized help
desks, he said.
Lanham said the top floor (pre-
sent-day periodicals) will contain
individual rooms for group study,
including three rooms for audio-
visual listening/viewing, a 77-seat
room that can be used as a confer-
ence room or lecture hall, a techni-
cal training room and an enclosed
self-study material center contain-
ing two 30-workstation computer
laboratories. 
“CDs and videos are now out for
public browsing,” Lanham said.
A patron lounge will be includ-
ed in the top floor that will house
the vending machines and overlook
the newly landscaped green space
where the south parking lot is, he
said.
Lanham said the main floor
includes the reference section that
will be located where the present
computer terminals are located.
Illinet terminals, the
circulation/reserve desk and the
interlibrary loan office will also be
located on the main level. Stacks on
the main level will be interspersed
with seating areas. Copy rooms will
be placed around the entire build-
ing.
He said the lower level will be
undergoing the most drastic
changes. Periodicals and a reserve
desk will be housed on the lower
level. It will store bound periodicals
and a large portion of the stacks
collection. Popular magazines and
local and state newspapers will be
left out on tables.
“We want to create a homey and
social place,” said Lanham. “Of
course, we will be undergoing a
period of adjustment.”
Recycled materials influence art
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
Artist and Eastern Alum,
Colleen Dineen-Naas, is officially
setting off her art exhibition with
a discussion of her work and a
demonstration of glass working
techniques.
The art exhibit entitled,
“Nothing New: Recycled Works
by Colleen Dineen-Naas” is being
featured currently and will run
through April 18 in the Brainard
Gallery of the Tarble Arts Center.
The discussion begins at 7 p.m.
today in the Brainard Gallery.
The art created by Naas is
made with recycled materials,
non-recycled materials and found
objects like rocks. She has used
such objects as dryer lint, light
bulbs, broken jewelry, rocks,
glass and dryer sheets to produce
her art.
A rock on the road looks better
if used in art, Naas said. “You
artify it – give it a reason and then
work the content … And then
explain it to everyone.”
Naas will be explaining her
work through a gallery walk. The
walk will feature Naas pointing
out her work and discussing the
process of how it was made, what
was used to produce it and the
content of it. Following the walk,
Naas will conduct a demonstra-
tion of glass working techniques
such as how to cut the glass and
apply the materials. Refreshments
also will be served as an informal
gathering to celebrate the art.
Some art Naas will be talking
about is an interactive installa-
tion, which she said is a throne for
women of all ages to sit in. The
throne is a chair, or found object,
and is upholstered in felt made
from dryer lint, a non-recyclable
material.
Women can sit in the chair and
have their picture taken wearing a
crown made of dryer lint, two
bracelets and a necklace of non-
recycled materials. Naas said the
Polaroid is taken and the partici-
pant then can write a royal desig-
nation such as “Queen so and so
from such and such” and place the
picture in the “Wall of Royalty”
located behind the throne.
The throne is an interactive
exhibit and people can do this
throughout the exhibition, Naas
said.
The throne is part of an altar
which is made of old jewelry and
dedicated to motherhood and
femininity, Naas said. “The basis
is you lose your femineity into
motherhood,” Naas said.
Naas’ art is thematically femi-
nist. She said she uses subtle col-
ors like blues to promote the sym-
bol of the womb and motherhood.
She has a charge card machine in
the exhibit, which is a symbol
saying “women are expected to
take charge,” Naas said. 
Naas considers herself a self-
taught artist and has been profes-
sionally creating art for 14 years
in galleries throughout Chicago,
St. Louis and other cities.
The discussion and exhibition
is free and open to the public.
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Hey!
Don’t let your group get left out!
The Warbler is looking for groups that want a piece of immortality. 
Sign up your organization for a photo in the 1999 yearbook
This year, groups can chose to submit their own photographs or hire
the Warbler staff to do the honors.
Groups providing their own pictures will recieve
a 15% price cut on the fees! 
Send a organization officer or appointed representative to the
Student Publications office (1802 Buzzard Hall) to fill out the pre-
pared form and pay the fee by FRIDAY, MARCH 26.
Fees will very from $46 to $150 based on the option your group
chooses and how many pictures it will require.
Call 2812 or talk to your RSO leader for
details!
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$300
Domestic
Pitchers
Friends
&Co
We got wings!
KITCHEN IS OPEN!
Hot wings only 25¢ each
(dine-in only)
EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing
(regularly basket of 6 for $3.00)
monday - thursday 7pm-11pm - friday - saturday 5pm-11pm
W e d . i s O p e n M i c N i g h t
$2 Import
Bottles
breadsticks $1.49    breadsticks  $1.49 
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(formerly known as Topper’s Pizza)
215 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston
Specials for 3/23-3/26
New Hours:
Mon.-Thur.
4pm-2am
F-S 11am-2:30am
Sun. 11am-1am
$3.99 medium 1 topping
$4.99 large 1 topping
cheese sticks
sm 10” $4   Md 12” $5    lG 14” $6
348-5454
$9.99 20in ex-large 1 topping
carry out or delivery
Graduating Seniors
RCM Data will be conducting interviews on
campus for both Inside and Outside Sales
Trainees on Tuesday, April 6th. All positions
are in Chicago and are salary and commis-
sion based. Complete training program.
RCM Data specializes in setting computer
printers. Including line, dot matrix, thermal,
laser and color to business. If you want a
challenging job working with technology and
selling solutions, sign up with Career
Services
HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
klemens bMOC
read the daily eastern
news
Joe would have wanted
you to
Faculty Senate urges university
to reduce or eliminate surcharges
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
unanimously passed a motion urg-
ing the university to reduce or
eliminate surcharges for academic
units.
The motion states “that the
Faculty Senate urges the (universi-
ty) president, the provost, the vice
president for business affairs and
the associate vice president for
Facilities Planning and
Management to reduce or, if feasi-
ble, eliminate surcharges on ser-
vices provided to academic units
and academic support units.
The surcharges are overhead
costs and not an extra charge, said
Ted Weidner, director of facilities
planning and management.
Weidner said he is pleased to
work with Faculty Senate regard-
ing the resolution.
“I am happy to work with the
Faculty Senate by articulating the
costs to support academic facili-
ties,” Weidner said in a written
statement.  
John Allison, Faculty Senate
member and chair of the Senate’s
faculty-staff relations subcommit-
tee, said he thinks the subcommit-
tee has done its job regarding the
surcharges.
“I think the faculty-staff rela-
tions committee has done its
work,” Allison said. “It now
remains in the hands of the people
named in the motion.”
Weidner said he is not aware of
anything that has been done yet to
reduce the surcharges.
“I do not know yet how we will
reduce the surcharges. As
explained to the Faculty Senate,
we are working with an overall
university budget that is fixed by
others,” Weidner said in a written
statement. “As a result, reduction
or elimination of the overhead
costs on renovations may be
effected by a reduction in a budget
for maintenance of academic facil-
ities.”
Allison said he also is not aware
of any current attempt to reduce
the surcharge.
“I’m not aware of any action
going on right now, but I am confi-
dent the parties involved will work
to achieve the goals of the
motion,” Allison said.
He said the motion stemmed
from a presentation presented to
the Faculty Senate by Weidner on
Feb.2.
Weidner indicated at the meet-
ing that he would be willing to
work with the senate to discover
ways to reduce the surcharge,
Allison said.
‘Eastern’s Lilith Fair’
to be held today
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
“Lilith Fair,” the popular concert
that celebrates women by headlining
such musical acts as the Indigo Girls
and Jewel, has influenced Eastern’s
Women’s History and Awareness
Month.
P.O.W.E.R. (People Organized for
Women’s Equality and Rights) and
Eastern’s English Club have spon-
sored their own event entitled
“Eastern’s Lilith Fair,” which begins
at 7 p.m. today in the Rathskeller of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Ana Leal, member of P.O.W.E.R.,
said the event will have Eastern stu-
dents performing their own individ-
ual poetry or works by famous
authors such as Emily Dickinson and
Virginia Woolf and will showcase an
open mic for anyone interested in
singing songs, reading poetry, per-
forming skits or anything else.
The event is a fun way to enlight-
en the views of women, Leal said. 
“It will be a lot of fun with good
poetry and good music,” Leal said. 
The poetry will be read by mem-
bers of the English Club and the
music will be more like folk music;
“there’s no heavy metal,” Leal said.
Leal said she will begin the event
with an opening speech describing
the fair; the poetry readings will fol-
low the speech and the open mic will
finish the night off.
Leal said the event will probably
end about 9 p.m.
The event is open to the public,
including males, unlike the actual
“Lilith Fair,” which only features
female performers. The event is free
of charge and t-shirts will be sold.
It will be a lot of fun with
good poetry and music.
Ana Leal,
member of People Organized for
Women’s Equality and Rights
“
”
As explained to the Faculty
Senate, we are working with
an overall university budget
that is fixed by others.
Ted Weidner,
Director of Facilities Planning and
Management
“
”
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental disabili-
ties. FLEXIBLE scheduling for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEK-
END shifts. Paid training is pro-
vided. Apply at: CCAR Industries
825 18th St., Charleston, IL
61920. E.O.E.
________________________5/4
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn $3 -
$5 per Visa/MC app. We supply
all materials at no cost. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
_______________________4/12
A$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
________________________5/4
Charleston Dairy Queen now hir-
ing for nights and weekends.
Must be available for summer. 20
State Street.
_______________________3/26
Join a team of highly-motivated
professionals while positively
impacting upon the lives of per-
sons with disabilities. Now seek-
ing a QMRP/Director for a 16-bed
ICF/DD group home located in
Charleston, IL. Must have a
degree and one year experience
working with persons with disabil-
ities. Competitive pay and excel-
lent benefit package. Send
resume to Operations Manager,
Developmental Foundations, Inc.
675 Castle Drive, Charleston, IL
61920.
________________________4/2
Farm help wanted. Experience
preferred. Call after 3:00 or leave
message on machine. 348-8906.
________________________4/5
RESIDENTIAL SITE MANAGER-
responsible for case management
duties, and supervision of direct
care professionals providing ser-
vices to approximately 15 individ-
uals with developmental disabili-
ties in small residential settings in
Charleston/Mattoon. Supervisory
experience preferred. Job
requires that applicant live within
local area. BA or BS degree in
human services required.
Benefits for this management
position include life/health/disabil-
ity insurance, paid leave/holidays,
and a retirement plan.
Applications may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E
_______________________3/29
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing class-
es for Spring 1999 semester. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
_______________________3/29
Part time on-campus promotional
position. www.2Clix.com , a start
up web-site for college students
needs 6 on-campus promoters to
spread to word about our site. 10-
15 hours a week, flexible, $8-
$12/hr. promotional experience
helpful. Contact: Kevin Leavitt 1-
877-2clixcom, e-mail to kleav-
itt@2clix.com .
_______________________3/26
Waitress wanted part-time, apply
in person after 4 pm, Pagliai’s
Pizza 1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
________________________5/4
NEW EFFICIENCY APART-
MENTS!  Low Utilities. One Bed.,
Stove, Ref, Full Bath. Close to
Campus. 348-8249
_______________________3/26
STUDENT HOUSES, 3-5 bed-
room, Avail. Aug. Ideal for girls,
good location, great condition,
laundry, No pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
STUDENT APTS., 1,2 and 3 bed-
room, great location, nice apts,
good condition, reasonably
priced, off-street parking, some
with laundry, No Pets. 345-7286
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1, 2,
& 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2 PER-
SONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK NORTH
OF O’BRIEN FIELD. CALL
HOWARD. 348-7653.
________________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets. Call
345-2231.
________________________5/4
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL-
ABLE. CALL OLDETOWNE.
345-6533.
________________________5/4
Atrium 3 BR Apts. Only 3 Blocks
from Campus. Just a few left.
345-5022.
________________________5/4
ALL UTILITIES PAID!  1 BR Apts.
avail. FALL 99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!  $385. 345-6759 Leave
Message.
________________________5/4
Newly Remodeled 3 Bdrm. fur-
nished house. 10 1/2 month
lease. Near Campus. 345-2516.
_______________________3/30
AVAILABLE NOW THRU JULY 31,
1999-BRAND NEW 3BR
DUPLEX. (RENTED FOR FALL
1999). Has all the amenities,
water/trash paid. $750/mo. 820
Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
4 Bedroom house, washer, dryer,
and dishwasher also available for
99-00. 1,2,3 bedroom apts. still
available. Call 345-5088.
________________________5/4
98-99 School year nice home for 5
girls 1 block from Old Main. Nice
home for 4 girls near Old Main.
348-8406.
________________________5/4
House for 5 non-smoking females,
1530 2nd Street. 345-2564
_______________________3/24
3 Bedroom House 1810 Johnson.
1 Bedroom 415 Harrison, New 2
Bedroom summer only. 348-
5032.
________________________5/4
Nice 3 bedroom home. 2 1/2
blocks North of Lincoln. $675 a
month. 12 month lease. 1038 9th
St. Call 217-849-3043.
_______________________3/24
6 Bedroom home for rent. 348-
0006.
_______________________3/26
1 Bedroom apartment for rent.
348-0006.
_______________________3/26
Quiet Neighborhood Close to
Campus. Large Apt for 2, efficien-
cy for 1. Available summer or fall.
$245. 345-7678.
________________________5/4
2 bedroom apartments for May or
August. Starting at $240 each.
Close to EIU call CAMPUS
RENTALS at 345-3100 between 3
- 9 pm.
________________________4/2
Wanted: Female to share 2 bed-
room furnished house, air condi-
tioning, close to campus. $225
month plus utilities. Summer and
fall available. (217) 868-5206.
_______________________3/26
2 bedroom house available June.
Stove, ref., trash pick up, parking.
NO PETS. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
Nice completely furnished apart-
ments for 3 or 4 people. Trash
pickup, off street parking, laundry
room. Available Aug. 1. Call 349-
8824.
_______________________4/22
4 Bdrm. house for Rent. Near
Campus. 345-2516.
_______________________3/30
3 Female Students needed for
newly remodeled apartment.
$210.00 month rent includes trash
& water. Completely furnished.
Very nice. 348-0819 leave mes-
sage.
_______________________3/26
Female students needed for 2, 3,
and 4 bedroom houses and apart-
ments. Call 348-0819 and leave a
message.
_______________________3/26
FEMALES: SU99 Nice apartment
with deck. Behind health service.
Rent negotiable. Call Gwen at
348-6584.
_______________________3/24
One and Two bedroom apart-
ments, large, nicely decorated,
starting summer semester. 741
6th St. $330 and up. Call 581-
7729 or 345-6127.
________________________5/4
2 Bedroom apts. Fully furnished
across from Buzzard Building.
Just Call 348-0157 for appoint-
ment.
________________________5/4
Looking for a Sublessor for a
Studio at 1905 18th St. Apt. 7. Call
345-5426 or 345-4489.
_______________________3/26   
2 Adult Ferrets with 2 Story Cage
$100 OBO Please Call 345-4173.
_______________________3/26
1985 Toyota Camry. Auto, air,
ps/pb, good condition. $2,200.
Call 345-2691.
________________________4/2
A pair of glasses were found in
Buzzard Building. Come to
Student Publications and describe
to claim.
_______________________3/25
Welcome back Sig Kaps!  Let’s
get excited for Greek Week!
_______________________3/23
10 Tans for $25. We’ll get you
tanned for summer at Tropi-tan.
348-8263.
________________________5/4
To Deanne Dutton and Eric Gill -
Congratulations on your engage-
ment!  I am very happy for both of
you!  Best wishes for the happiest
of futures. Love, Amanda.
_______________________3/23
Did you spend your life savings
during spring break?  Need a little
cash now?  You’re in luck!  Sell
your unwanted items in the Daily
Eastern News. Let your daily
newspaper work for you.
____________________OO/HA
BIKES-BIKES-BIKES & MORE.
Large selection - low prices. Shop
and compare. OAKLEY’S 2601
Marshall, Mattoon. Open Tuesday
- Saturday.
_______________________3/31
CALLIOPE COURT, 706 Jackson,
Charleston 25% OFF Tapestries,
Selected Vintage Clothing 1/2
Price. RIDE THE BUS TO THE
SQUARE!
_______________________3/24
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
25 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 20cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 4 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
THE COUNSELING CENTER. Life Skills Workshop on Wed., Mar.
24, 1999 at 7:00p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room, MLK Union.
“Does Love Have A Color?” presented by Tina Leonard, Counseling
Center. This workshop will focus on the challenges of diverse cul-
tures and/or ethnicity in relationships and how to work through the
issues involved in these relationships.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Tues. 3-23-99 at
12:05p.m. at the Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is on the
corner of 9th & Lincoln.
PEOPLE ORGANIZED FOR WOMEN’S EQUALITY AND RIGHTS.
Weekly Meeting on Mar. 23 at 6p.m. in the Effingham Room. Plan
Jeans for Justice, last checks for RA program, other interesting top-
ics/plans, everyone welcome.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA. Meeting on Tues., Mar. 23, 1999 at
6p.m. in LS 317. We will have pizza and make cards for Elizabeth
Card Co., for terminally-ill kids. There will also be a guest speaker.
SAFCS-CONSUMER AFFAIRS DIETETICS HOSPITALITY SEC-
TION. Tour of common grounds of Mattoon on Wed. 3/24 at
4:30p.m. in Klehm Hall.
IFC. Meeting today at 6:00p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room in the
University Union. Executive Meeting at 5:00p.m.
CampusClips
IT PAY$ TO
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
YOU DIG
WRITING?
WELL, THAT
SUITS US JUST
FINE.
CALL 581-2812.
Top court allows teen curfew,
bans  high school drug tests
WASHINGTON (AP) – Handling
two disputes over the rights of teen-
agers and parents, the Supreme
Court on Monday allowed a city to
continue imposing a nighttime cur-
few but barred two high schools
from requiring drug tests for all stu-
dents suspended for disciplinary
reasons.
The justices left intact a
Charlottesville, Va., curfew for
children under 17 and rejected
Indiana school officials’ effort to
have their drug-testing policy rein-
stated. The two actions were not
decisions, set no precedents and did
not preclude the possibility that the
justices someday may choose to
study each issue more closely.
A nighttime curfew for minors,
now employed by many American
communities, has never been fully
reviewed by the nation’s highest
court. Monday’s action may
encourage other communities to
consider adopting similar ordi-
nances. 
The court’s denial of review in
the Indiana case, meanwhile, is
likely only to confuse the already
murky legal status of student drug-
testing. 
Lawyers for the Anderson
Community School Corp. had
sought to revive at two Anderson
high schools a drug-testing policy
they called vital to “deterring drug
and alcohol use among students.”
A federal appeals court struck
down the 1997 policy, ruling that
suspended students cannot be
required to take a urine test before
being reinstated unless they are
individually suspected of using
drugs or alcohol. Test results had
been disclosed only to parents, and
a designated school official and had
not been used for additional pun-
ishment. 
James R. Willis II was a fresh-
man at Highland High School
when he was suspended for five
days in December 1997 for fight-
ing. The school official to whom
Willis was taken right after his fight
later testified there was no indica-
tion he had been using drugs or
alcohol.
Willis refused to take the
required drug test for readmission,
and, with his father, sued the school
district. Monday’s action sealed
their legal victory.
The Supreme Court in 1995
ruled in an Oregon case that ran-
dom drug tests for student athletes
do not violate the Constitution’s
Fourth Amendment protection
against unreasonable searches.
That ruling emphasized the “role
model” effect of student athletes’
drug use but also noted the impor-
tance of “deterring drug use by our
nation’s schoolchildren.”
Last October, the justices reject-
ed a challenge to a policy used by
another Indiana school district, in
rural Rush County, that requires
random drug testing for all students
who participate in extracurricular
activities. 
But no court has ever condoned
the random testing of all public
school students. 
Clinton says NATO
unified on airstrikes
WASHINGTON (AP) – President
Clinton said Monday that NATO is
solidly behind airstrikes if Yugoslav
President Slobodan Milosevic does-
n’t yield to a last-minute diplomatic
plea. 
But even as he spoke, the
Senate took up legislation aimed at
blocking funds for any military
intervention in the Kosovo crisis
unless the president first obtained
congressional approval.
“Before we go bombing sover-
eign nations, we ought to have a
plan,” said Sen. Kay Bailey
Hutchison, R-Texas, a sponsor of
the restricting legislation. “There is
no clear policy.”
With Senate leaders seeking a
compromise that would not under-
mine the administration’s hard line
in dealing with Milosevic, special
U.S. envoy Richard Holbrooke
made another effort in Belgrade to
pressure Milosevoic to agree to an
interim peace settlement. 
“There is strong unity among
the NATO allies,” Clinton said.
“We all agree that we cannot allow
President Milosevic to continue the
aggression with impunity.”
Holbrooke and Milosevoic
met for four hours Monday and
Holbrooke briefed Clinton’s
national security team, including
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright, Defense Secretary
William Cohen and national
security adviser Sandy Berger on
Monday evening, White House
press secretary Joe Lockhart said.
Lockhart declined to character-
ize the sessions, but he said further
consultations between Holbrooke
and Milosevic were expected later
Monday night.
If the Serbian leader rejects
Holbrooke’s latest overture,
“NATO’s military plans must con-
tinue to move forward,” the presi-
dent said. Clinton said he had con-
sulted with European leaders over
the weekend by telephone and had
also sent a letter to Russian
President Boris Yeltsin “about the
urgency of the situation.”
Kevorkian allowed to represent himself in murder trial
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) – Acting as his
own lawyer, Dr. Jack Kevorkian went on
trial for murder charges for the first time
Monday and told a jury that, like an execu-
tioner, he was merely carrying out his pro-
fessional duty in a videotaped suicide
shown on “60 Minutes.”
Kevorkian was charged after he gave a
lethal injection to a patient with Lou
Gehrig’s disease and dared prosecutors to
do something about it.
Kevorkian said in his opening statement
that he acted out of compassion for 52-
year-old Thomas Youk and was no more
culpable than an executioner.
“To have a crime, you need a vicious
will and a vicious act,” Kevorkian said.
Prosecutor John Skrzynski objected,
contending that Kevorkian was arguing law
rather than summarizing his case. Judge
Jessica Cooper agreed, and she briefly dis-
missed the jury to ask Kevorkian what he
was trying to say.
“What I was trying to prove here is that
I didn’t have the intent to kill, just as the
executioner doesn’t,” Kevorkian said.
“His intent is to do his duty, because he
may despise what he is doing. But he’s
forced to do it by his position.”
Earlier, Kevorkian won the right to rep-
resent himself despite the misgivings of the
judge, who asked him: “Do you understand
you could spend the rest of your life in
prison?”
“There’s not much of it left,” the 70-
year-old Kevorkian said.
After the ruling, 12 jurors and two alter-
nates quickly were selected out of a pool of
80 people. 
The judge asked candidates whether
they knew anyone who had suffered a ter-
minal illness, and several people were dis-
missed after saying they had strong opin-
ions about the case.
By his own count, Kevorkian has taken
part in more than 130 suicides since 1990.
He has been tried four times on assisted sui-
cide charges, with three acquittals and one
mistrial.
In Skrzynski’s opening statement, the
prosecutor said there was a key difference
between those cases and this one.
“This is not an assisted suicide case,”
Skrzynski said. “Tom Youk did not kill
himself with Jack Kevorkian’s help. Jack
Kevorkian killed Tom Youk by injecting
him with drugs.”
Kevorkian will be allowed to consult
with lawyers David Gorosh and Lisa
Dwyer during this trial but said that defend-
ing himself was “what I’ve planned all
along.”
“There are certain points I can bring out
better than anyone else,” Kevorkian said.
“There are certain questions I can ask.”’
When Cooper asked Kevorkian whether
he knew what the inside of a state prison
looked like, Kevorkian replied that he had
seen “The Shawshank Redemption” twice. 
Cooper warned Kevorkian that what he
says in court can be used against him in
future proceedings. But he countered: “I
plan to say nothing but the truth.”
Cooper then reluctantly granted his
request. Sitting at the defense table, Gorosh
shook his head. The lawyer has said he
advised Kevorkian not to represent himself. 
Kevorkian is charged with killing Youk,
who had amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also
known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, a progres-
sively fatal illness that eventually leaves
victims unable to speak, swallow or move. 
His family said Youk was having trouble 
breathing and was afraid of choking on his
own saliva. 
The video aired on “60 Minutes” shows
a man’s hands injecting Youk three times
with a needle.
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“Does Love Have A Color?”
Relationships can be tough sometimes and having oth-
ers respect differences can be a challenge.This work-
shop will focus on the challenges of diverse cultures
and/or ethnicity in relationships and how to work through
the issues involved in these relationships.
Tina Leonard, Counseling Center
Wednesday, March 24, 1999   7:00p.m.
Charleston/Mattoon Room, MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
Drink Specials
$1.25 Pucker & Sourball Shots
$1.50 16oz. Drafts
$2.25 Amaretto drinks
&
$3.25 Baltimore Zoos
Tuesday Lunch Special
Ribeye Sandwich w/ French
Fries, Side Salad......$5.25
Dinner Special
Chicken or beef stir fry,
side salad.....$6.25
345-7849
Express Lunch
Available
Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm
Never a Cover
Dance Floor
with DJ
We now have Golden Tee
‘98 Tournament Edition
Compete Nationally, 
Win Prizes!Try our 
Soup & Sandwich 
of the Day
$3.50
Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.
Men’s softball
Delta Chi A 14,
CF 4
Opening day for intramural softball
was on the cold side, but the players
didn’t seem to notice as the Delta Chi A
team defeated CF by the slaughter rule
in the fifth inning, 14-4.
Starting out the Delta Chi scoring
was Wes Davey, Vince Divarco, and
Joey Hollander, ending the first inning
at 3-0. 
CF managed to score one run with
the help of Jeff Booth, but his was the
lone run until the fifth inning.
“It was the first game of the season
and everyone was a bit shakey, but we
got off to a good start,” Delta Chi’s Joel
Peilka said. 
With a score 4-1 at the end of the
third inning, Delta Chi stepped up and
scored nine runs in the fourth inning.
With CF down by 12 runs, they now
had to dig themselves out of a hole. Jeff
Miley, Nick Stillwell and Jason Stoch
came through with runs, but it wasn’t
enough to continue the game.  
“We knew we were at the tail end,”
Delta Chi’s Justin Clark said. “We
wanted to come out and set precedence
for the season.”
Women’s softball
Kappa Delta 17,
Delta Zeta 0
The returning champions from last
year’s women’s intramural softball sea-
son, Kappa Delta, came out in hopes of
defending its title and got off to a good
start after defeating Delta Zeta by the
slaughter rule, 17-0.
By the fifth inning, Delta Zeta still
was unable to put itself on the score-
board.  
Kappa Delta went to bat and came
away with 11 runs in the inning, giving
it the lead to come away with its first
win.
In the second inning, Michelle
McCormik scored after hitting a triple
followed by runs from Stacy Waldrop
and Amy McGoogan. Ending the sec-
ond inning scoring was Sara Beth
Moody with the only homerun of the
game.  
Kappa Delta started off the scoring
with runs by Sara Nelson, Lyndsey
Williams, and  McCormik. 
Despite doubles hit by Delta Zeta’s
Kim Scharp and Carrie Hollenvamp,
they were unable to score, ending the
first inning at 3-0.  
Many Kappa Delta players came
away with the same attitude about their
first win.
“We’re looking forward to a com-
petitive season,” Angie Thatcher said.  
Although this is only the first game,
it gives Kappa Delta incentive to go
after their goal of continuing last sea-
son’s success.
“We want to keep a winning streak
from last year’s championship,”
McGoogan said.
roundup
Intramural
softball
“We know the areas we need to work on,”
Schmitz said. “We’ve been striking out way
too much and the pitchers have given up a
lot of free walks. Now it’s just a matter of
still working on the areas we need to work
on.”
That just doesn’t mean trying to get the
bats in full gear.
“Hitting has been our main focus, but if
we don’t do the other things, then it’s
another loss,” Schmitz said.
Eastern has three games during the
week, starting with today’s game against
the Sycamores and then a doubleheader
Wednesday against IUPU-Indianapolis. The
Panthers have a perfect opportunity to build
momentum from the weekend.
But they’ll have to do it without the ser-
vices of two of their top pitchers, Matt
Gage and John Larson. 
Gage is out with a groin injury and
Schmitz doesn’t want to aggravate it.
Larson is out merely to rest his arm.
“He went from a closer to a starter,
which was dumb on my part,” Schmitz
said. “His arm has responded well and I
don’t want to keep testing it.”
The next three games could be a good
test for the Panthers. To be able to win
without Gage and Larson can tell a lot
about Eastern’s chances for the rest of the
season.
Winning the three-game set at SEMO
will tell even more.
That’s something Schmitz has kept in
mind.
“Do I want to be 3-0 this week? Yeah,
definitely, I do,” he said. 
“But I want to go into the weekend
fresh. If we’re ready and fresh for this
weekend, we’ll be fine.”
Of course, that’s how it works with
good teams.
Merda
from Page 12
In the win, Lyons went 2-for-3 and drove in
two runs. 
Lyons also turned in a solid performance
in Eastern’s first win of the season, a 5-4 win
over Coastal Carolina on March 16. Marzec
led Eastern to the win by going 3-for-5 and
driving in two runs.
“Timing was the whole thing,” Schmitz
said. “The guys are more comfortable with
their swing and it was a good weekend for us,
and hopefully that will continue.”
Lyons agreed with Schmitz, saying it was
just a matter of time before his bat would
come around.
“It took some time to get things started, but
if I just keep working, things will work out,”
Lyons said. 
Offense is not the only thing that has been
going well for the Panthers, as pitching has
also been a plus. Hoping to continue the
recent success on the mound will be Andy
Hoffman, who will be making his first start
against the Sycamores. 
Hoffman has been used primarily in a
relief role, and has not shown any symptoms
of freshman nerves. In his last performance
against Middle Tennessee, he pitched four
innings and gave up only three hits while
striking out two and walking one. 
Schmitz said one of the major things
Hoffman will have to do is prevent the
Sycamores from putting up a big inning.
“If we shut them down and do not give up
the big inning, then we’ll do fine,” Schmitz
said. 
The game against Indiana State also will
give the Panther players a chance to see a
teammate from last year’s OVC regular sea-
son championship team. Former Panther sec-
ond baseman Justin Stone was hired as an
assistant coach for the Sycamores at the
beginning of this year, will be making a return
trip to Charleston.
Debut
from Page 12
By David Pump
Staff writer
The women’s track and field team
received a boost from junior thrower Keisha
Dunlap at the Florida State Relays last
weekend as she won the hammer throw.
“She had an outstanding performance,”
women’s coach John Craft said.
Dunlap’s 160-feet-9 throw earned her
the team’s performance of the meet, an
honor Craft hands out the Monday follow-
ing the contest.
“She earned performance of the meet,
and it is the first time two field events
earned performer and performance at the
same meet,” Craft said.
But the down side to Dunlap’s victory is
that the Ohio Valley Conference doesn’t
contest the hammer throw in the conference
meet.
“I do not think that many teams teach the
weight and hammer, but it is good that we
taught them,” Dunlap said of others in the
conference. “If it were contested, we would
score a lot of points because other teams do
not focus on it like we do.”
As a team, Eastern placed first and third
in the hammer at Florida State.
“They work really hard everyday and it
paid off in their performance,” Craft said. 
Dunlap said all of the throwers are real-
ly supportive of one another, and practices
set the tone for meets.
“We are all pretty relaxed,” she said of
the throwers. “In high school, my coach
taught us to be focused, but here, we kid
around, even up to the point when we throw
in meets.”
The road to Eastern began her sopho-
more season at Centennial High School in
Champaign when a friend told her to go out
for track.
“I played volleyball and basketball, but I
did not do anything in the spring of my
freshman year, and I went crazy,” Dunlap
said. “One of my friends told me I should
go out for track, and I have stuck with it
ever since.”
In her three seasons as a Panther, Dunlap
said gaining the experience is the main
thing that she has learned.
“Experience really is the biggest thing,”
she said. “(Graduate assistant Tisha
Alvarez) tells me I am doing the same thing
wrong that I have been doing since my
freshman year. Practice is not in learning
anything new, it is just mastering the
events.”
With the team making the transition
from indoor to outdoors, Dunlap said there
are a lot of similarities in the two seasons.
“I do not mind the shot,” Dunlap said,
“and there is not much of a difference
between the hammer and the weight throw,
but the discus has a lot more technique to
it.”
Of the three events, Dunlap said the
hammer is her favorite to compete in, espe-
cially of how she performed in it at Florida.
“Being down there helps a lot,” she said.
“We really don’t get a lot of outdoor prac-
tice in here, but everyone competed well in
Florida.”
Rachel Schwartzkopf finished second in
discus (140-feet-9) and fourth in the shot
put (42 feet-4.75), earning the team’s per-
former of the meet honors, Craft said.
Sophomore Stephanie Brandt finished
fourth in the discus and seventh in the
javelin after missing the majority of the
indoor season.
“The team is really fired up,” Craft said.
“The competition was much stiffer this year
and it ended up being a productive trip.”
Candi Phillips tied a personal best in the
high jump (5 feet-8.05) finishing third, and
Shavon Alexander was fifth in the long and
triple jumps.
“Her long jump was good,” Craft said.
“Shavon and Marissa Bushue both did
well.”
Distance runner Sue Langer finished
seventh in the 3000-meter run and eighth in
the 1500-meter run. Sophomore Erika
Coull-Parenty finished the 5000-meter run
with a personal best 17 minute, 35.6 second
performance.
“We have a lot of work still to do,” Craft
said. “It will all come down to the day of
competition, but for right now, we just need
to put in the time.”
Hammering her way to the top
While it’s not an OVC contested event, Dunlap
scores points for women’s track team in hammer throw
At the Florida State Relays
Keisha Dunlap – The junior’s 
160-feet-9 throw takes first place.
Rachel Schwartzkopf – Takes second  
in discus (140-feet-9) and fourth in
shot put (42 feet-4.75).
Candi Phillips – Her high jump of
5 feet-8.05 earns third place.
Can you read and write? Do you know about sports?
Come show us what it’s like (you see, we’re still trying
to figure things out). Call the sports desk at 7944.
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Scoreboard
Today
2 p.m. - Baseball vs Indiana St 
(Monier Field)       
2 p.m. - Softball at Bradley (2)
Wednesday
12 p.m. - Baseball vs IUPUI
(Monier Field)       
2 p.m. - Softball vs Illinois St (2)           
(Williams Field)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W       L      GB 
Miami             18    6       -
Orlando                     18       8             1
Philadelphia                 14       10              4
New York                      15       11             4
Washington                 10      14             8
Boston                           8       15          9.5
New Jersey                     4       20            14
Central Division 
Indiana                       17      7              –
Milwaukee                     14       10               3
Detroit                           14      11           3.5
Atlanta                          14     11           3.5
Cleveland              12    11      4. 5
Toronto                          11      12          5.5
Charlotte                        9      14          7.5
Chicago                          8     17           9.5
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Midwest Division 
W       L       GB 
Utah                          19      6  –
Houston                        16       9          3.5
San Antonio                   16       9            3.5
Minnesota                      14      12             6
Dallas                               9      17           11
Denver                       7     18        12
Vancouver                      5       20         14
Pacific Division  
Portland                  20     5        –
L.A.Lakers                     18        9           3
Seattle                          12     11          7
Phoenix                         12      13          8
Sacramento                   11      15       9.5
Golden State                10      14      9.5
L.A. Clippers                    2      22    17.5
*Late games not included
Monday’s Results
Indiana 96, Washington 86
Toronto at New Jersey
Atlanta at New York
Sacramento at Houston
L.A. Lakers at Dallas
Detroit at Milwaukee
Vancouver at Phoenix
Philadelphia at Seattle
Today’s Games
Charlotte at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.
Boston at Cleleland, 6:30 p.m.
Miami at Utah, 7 p.m.
Denver at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Golden State at Portland, 9 p.m.
Indiana 90,
Washington 86
Washington (86)
Howard 6-20 1-2 13, Thorpe 5-10 4-
4 14, T.Davis 1-1 0-0 2, Richmond 14-
22 6-6 35, Strickland 6-15 2-2 14,
McInnis 0-1 0-0 0, Wallace 3-4 2-9 8,
Cheaney 0-3 0-2 0, Legler 0-0 0-0 0,
Murray 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 35-76 15-25
86.
INDIANA (90)
Mullin 4-11 3-3 12, D.Davis 3-8 1-2
7, Smits 5-12 4-5 14, Miller 5-12 7-7 18,
M.Jackson 3-7 1-2 8, Rose 4-10 4-6
12, A.Davis 4-10 1-2 9, Perkins 2-5 0-0
4, Best 2-6 2-2 6, Croshere 0-1 0-0 0,
Hoiberg 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 32-82 23-29
90.
Washington    18    24    21   23     – 86
Indiana         18    20  20   32   – 90
3-Point Goals – Washington 1-6
(Richmond 1-6), Indiana 3-14
(M.Jackson 1-2, Mullin 1-3, Miller 1-5,
Croshere 0-1, Best 0-1, Perkins 0-2).
Fouled out – Thorpe. Rebounds –
Washington 60 (Wallace 14), Indiana
47 (A.Davis, Smits 8). Assists –
Washington 18 (Strickland 7), Indiana
14 (M.Jackson 4). Total fouls –
Washington 24, Indiana 24.Technical –
Washington illegal defense. Flagrant
foul – Best.
A – 15,386 (16,530).
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Northeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Ottawa             89     203     146
Toronto     81  216  196
Buffalo     77  180  152
Boston     73  181  159
Montreal    65  163  178
Atlantic Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
New  Jersey     84     201   168
Pittsburgh       82    210   182
Philadelphia     79    205   171
N.Y. Rangers     68      193    193
N.Y. Islanders      49        162     209
Southeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Carolina               74       181      177
Florida        69   178   183
Washington   64  179  184
Tampa  Bay      37     145    246
WESTERN CONFERENCE       
Central Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Detroit     74  208  172
St. Louis       69    197    183
Nashville         55    166     225
Chicago           52     164     219
Northwest Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Colorado    79  197  178
Calgary       64   185   194
Edmonton     62   192   191
Vancouver     51   167   216
Pacific Division 
Pts  GF   GA 
Dallas            98    200     138
Phoenix       80   175   167
Anaheim         73    184    172
San  Jose            67      156      160
Los  Angeles              59        163          186
Monday’s Results
San Jose at Montreal, 6 p.m.
Philadelphia at Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
NY Rangers at Tampa Bay, 6:30 p.m.
Carolina at St Louis, 7 p.m.
Calgary at Edmonton, 8 p.m.
Today’s Games
Buffalo at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m
Chicago at Pittsburgh, 6:30 p.m.
Dallas at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W            L               Pct
Kansas City 14         5            .737
Seattle 13         6           .684
Boston 11           7             .611
Texas 9          7             .563
Chicago 11          9            .550
Baltimore 8           7             .533
Anaheim 9         9            .500
New York 10          11           .476
Detroit 9       10         .474
Minnesota 9       10         .474
Cleveland 8        10          .444
Tampa Bay 8         10            .444
Oakland 8         12        . 400
Toronto                       5           15          .250
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W          L          Pct.
Los Angeles 12           6           .667
Arizona 13           7           .650
San Diego 11         7          .611
Pittsburgh 10        7          .588
Atlanta 10        8         .556
Houston 9        8          .529
Colorado 10        10           .500
St. Louis 9          9           .500
Philadelphia 8        8          .500
New York 10       11          .476
San Francisco 9         10           .474
Cincinnati                     9         11          .450
Florida 8         12          .400
Montreal 8       12        .400
Milwaukee 7       13          .350
Chicago 5       13          .278
Monday’s Grapefruit League Scores
Atlanta 6, Cleveland 0
Boston 1, Pittsburgh 0
Philadelphia 6, Minnessota 4
Florida 14, Montreal 10
St. Louis 12, Baltimore 3
Los Angleles 4, Kansas City 1
Detroit 3, Texas 2
Monday’s Cactus League Scores
Milwaukee 3, Colorado 3 (11 innings)
San Diego (ss) 7,Chicago Cubs (10 innings)
Chicago White Sox 11, Seattle 9
Anaheim 8, San Diego (ss) 5
Basketball
NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament
At A Glance
All Times EST
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 12
At Charlotte Coliseum
Tennessee 62, Delaware 52
SW State 43, Wisconsin 32
Duke 99, Florida A&M 58
Tulsa 62, College of Charleston 53
At The FleetCenterBoston
Cincinnati 72, George Mason 48
Temple 61, Kent 54
Miami 75, Lafayette 54
Purdue 58, Texas 54
Second Round
Sunday, March 14
At Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.
Duke 97, Tulsa 56
SW State 81, Tennessee 51
At The FleetCenter Boston
Temple 64, Cincinnati 54
Purdue 73, Miami 63
At Continental Airlines Arena
East Rutherford, N.J.
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 19
Duke 78, SW State 61
Temple 77, Purdue 55
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 21
Duke 85, Temple 64
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 11
At The RCA Dome Indianapolis
Oklahoma State 69, Syracuse 61
Auburn 80, Winthrop 41
Ohio State 72, Murray State 58
Detroit 56, UCLA 53
At Orlando Arena Orlando, Fla.
Maryland 82, Valparaiso 60
Creighton 62, Louisville 58
St. John’s 69, Samford 43
Indiana 108, George Washington 88
Second Round
Saturday, March 13
At The RCA Dome Indianapolis
Auburn 81, Oklahoma State 74
Ohio State 75, Detroit 44
At Orlando Arena
Orlando, Fla.
St. John’s 86, Indiana 61
Maryland 75, Creighton 63
At Thompson-Boling Arena 
Knoxville, Tenn.
Regional Semifinals
Thursday, March 18
St. John’s 76, Maryland 62
Ohio State 72, Auburn 64
Regional Championship
Saturday, March 20
Ohio State 77, St. John’s 74
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 12
At The Bradley Center Milwaukee
North Carolina Charlotte 81, 
Rhode Island 70, OT
Oklahoma 61, Arizona 60
Michigan St 76, Mount St. Mary’s 53
Mississippi 72, Villanova 70
At The Superdome, New Orleans
Utah 80, Arkansas State 58
Miami, Ohio 59, Washington 58
Kansas 95, Evansville 74
Kentucky 82, New Mexico State 60
Second Round
Sunday, March 14
At The Bradley Center, Milwaukee
Oklahoma 85, N Carolina Charlotte 72
Michigan State 74, Mississippi 66
At The Superdome, New Orleans
Miami, Ohio 66, Utah 58
Kentucky 92, Kansas 88, OT
At Trans World Dome, St. Louis
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 19
Michigan State 54, Oklahoma 46
Kentucky 58, Miami, Ohio 43
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 21
Michigan State 73, Kentucky 66
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 11
At McNichols Arena, Denver
Iowa 77, Alabama-Birmingham 64
Arkansas 94, Siena 80
New Mexico 61, Missouri 59
Connecticut 91, Texas-San Antonio 66
At Key Arena,Seattle
Gonzaga 75, Minnesota 63
Stanford 69, Alcorn State 57
Florida 75, Pennsylvania 61
Weber State 76, North Carolina 74
Second Round
Saturday, March 13
At McNichols Arena, Denver
Connecticut 78, New Mexico 56
Iowa 82, Arkansas 72
At Key Arena, Seattle
Gonzaga 82, Stanford 74
Florida 82, Weber State 74, OT
At America West Arena
Phoenix
Regional Semifinals, Thursday, March 18
Gonzaga 73, Florida 72
Connecticut 78, Iowa 68
Regional Championship
Saturday, March 20
Connecticut 67, Gonzaga 62
THE FINAL FOUR
At Tropicana Field, St. Petersburg, Fla.
National Semifinals
Saturday, March 27
Ohio State (27-8) vs. Connecticut (32-
2), 5:42 p.m.
Duke (36-1) vs. Michigan State (33-4),
30 minutes after first game
National Championship
Monday, March 29
Semifinal winners, 9:18 p.m.
Baseball
OVC Standings
OVC    Overall
Murray State 3-0        16-5-1
Austin Peay                 3-0              2-7
Southeast Missouri 2-1    8-11
Eastern                       2-1            3-13
Eastern Ky                 1-2          14-10
Middle Tenn 1-2     7-11
Tenn–Martin 0-0   8-16
Morehead St               0-3         9-10-1
Tenn Tech         0-3      8-10
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) _ The top 25
teams in the USA Today Baseball
Weekly / ESPN College Coaches Poll
Record   Pts   Pvs 
1.Florida  State         24-3      1,000        1   
2.Auburn     25-3  951  2
3.Rice                 25-6      874     4 
4.Stanford    16-7  871  3
5.Miami, Fla        20-6     781    6
6.Pepperdine       23-3     744    7
7.North Carolina      20-2        724      8  
8.Texas          20-8    657   9
9.Louisiana St       17-7       650     5
10.CS Fullerton    21-5    645  11
11.Texas A&M          20-6        604     10
12.Mississippi St      19-3        601     12
13.Texas Tech        23-5       551     13
14.Florida                17-7        386      18
15. Arizona St           24-10      376       15 
16. Witchita State    20-6        374      16
17.Alabama       19-5     347   20
18. Baylor              20-6       320     19 
19. Georgia Tech    18-6          316      17
20.Florida Atlantic   25-1         300      21
21. Florida Intl         24-5       157     14
22.Long Beach St    14-8           80       24
23. Arizona              20-11       80      23
24. No Carolina St   20-6          64       22
25. Arkansas       15-9       54    NR
Softball
Men’s 
Delta Chi A 14, CF 4
Women’s 
Kappa Delta 17, Delta Zeta 0
BASEBALL
Florida Marlins – Optioned pitchers
Justin Speier, Ryan Dempster, Joe
Fontenot and Michael Tejera to Calgary
of the Pacific Coast League (AAA); re-
assigned pitchers Rob Stanifer and
Dario Perez, infielder Pablo Ozuna and
catcher LionelHastings to minor league
training camp.
Montreal Expos – Assigned infielders
Fernando Seguignol, Jose Fernandez
and Geoff Blum; pitchers Ted Lilly and
Guillermo Mota;outfielder Chris
Stowers and catcher John Pachot to
Ottawa of the International League.
New York Mets –  Acquired infielder-
outfielder Shane Halter from
the Kansas City Royals for outfielder
Jonathan Guzman; signed pitcher
Oscar Henriquez to a minor-league
contract.
Pittsburgh Pirates – Re-assigned pitch-
ers Bob Milacki and Todd Van Poppel,
catcher-outfielder Steve Bieser, infield-
er Matt Howard and outfielder Ray
Montgomery to minor league training
camp.
St. Louis Cardinals – Re-assigned
catcher Mike Stefanski, first baseman
Eduardo Perez and pitcher Brian
Barnes to minor league training camp.
Bridgeport Bluefish (Atlantic
League/Independent) – Announced
that Mickey Hebert has purchased a
controlling interest in theclub.
Winnipeg Goldeyes (Northern
League/Independent) – Signed sec-
ond baseman Mike Trahan.
Rio Grande Valley WhiteWings (Texas-
Lousiana League/Independent) –
Signed outfielder Scott Samuels.
BASKETBALL
Boston Celtics – Placed center Eric
Riley on the injured listwith left foot
plantar fascitis; activated center
DwayneSchintzius from the injured list.
Detroit Pistons – Placed guard Joe
Dumars on the injured list  with a
sstrained left calf; activated guard
Charles O’Bannon  from the injured list.
Houston Rockets – Activated forward-
center Antonie Carr fromthe injured list;
placed guard Matt Maloney on the
injured list with a sore right elbow.
Milwaukee Bucks – Placed guard Sam
Cassell on the injured list;activated for-
ward-center Scott Williams from the
injured list.
New Jersey Nets – Placed center Jim
McIlvaine on the injured  list; signed for-
ward Jamie Feick to a 10-day contract.
Fort Wayne Fury (CBA) – Placed cen-
ter Will Cunningham on the  roster;
waived center Erik Wilson.
Harlem Globetrotters – Signed guard
Reggie Geary.
FOOTBALL
Cleveland Browns – Named Dan
Arthur director,publications/Internet;
Todd Stewart director, publicity/media
relations; and Ken Mather media rela-
tions coordinator.
Seattle Seahawks – Named Douglas
M. Smith director of corporatesales.
Calgary Stampeders (CFL )– Signed
running back DelonWashington.
HOCKEY
Calgary Flames – Acquired left wing
Tom Chorske from the  Washington
Capitals for future considerations.
Colorado Avalanche – Recalled left
wing Chris Dingman and right  wing
Christian Matte from Hershey of the
American Hockey League.
Dallas Stars – Placed defenseman
Richard Matvichuk on injured  reserve
with a knee sprain; recalled defense-
man Brad Lukowich from Michigan of
the International Hockey League;
assigned forward Jamie Wright to
Michigan; signed free agent defense-
man Alan Letang.
Los Angeles Kings – Assigned center
Nathan LaFayette to Long Beach of the
International Hockey League.
Nashville Predators – Re-assigned
center Mark Mowers to Milwaukee of
the International Hockey League.
New York Rangers – Recalled center
Christian Dube from Hartford of the
American Hockey League.
Phoenix Coyotes – Re-assigned left
wing Louie DeBrusk to Long Beach of
the International Hockey League.
Tampa Bay Lightning – Recalled right
wing Corey Spring from Cleveland of
the International Hockey League; re-
assigned defenseman Mike McBain to
Cleveland.
Toronto Maple Leafs – Recalled center
Kevyn Adams from St.John’s of the
American Hockey League.
Washington Capitals – Returned
defenseman Steve Poapst toPortland
of the American Hockey League.
Kentucky Thoroughblades (AHL)–
Released left wing Mike Kucsulain and
defenseman Jan Slavik; recalled for-
ward Dave Duerden from Miami of the
East Coast Hockey League.
Portland Pirates (AHL) – Returned for-
ward Colin Schmidt to Dayton of the
East Coast Hockey League.
Saint John Flames (AHL) –Recalled
defenseman Steve Duke andgoal-
tender Matt Eisler from Johnstown of
the East Coast Hockey League.
EIU CALENDAR
Apple & Banana Nut
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
345-2844corner of 4th and Lincoln
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Pizza Spaghetti
Salad Bar Garlic Bread
$4.19 +tax
Children 10 & under eat for $2.19
Every Tuesday & Thursday 
5-9pm
Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.
Iowa lures Alford
away from SW
Missouri State
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) —
The last time Steve Alford was in
the Big Ten Conference, he was a
sharpshooting guard at Indiana.
Alford returned to the league
Monday, this time as Iowa’s new
basketball coach.
Alford, who guided
Southwest Missouri State to the
NCAA tournament’s Sweet 16,
was hired to replace Tom Davis.
Davis is Iowa’s winningest
coach, but his contract was not
renewed after 13 years in Iowa
City.
Alford, 34, of New Castle,
Ind., made it clear he intends to
stay in Iowa City a long time.
‘‘I am a Big Ten person. Now
I am in the Big Ten,’’ said Alford,
a two-time All-American who
led the Hoosiers to the NCAA
title in 1987 and was the school’s
No. 2 all-time scorer with 2,438
points.
‘‘My dream hasn’t been to be
at a particular school, other than
the right timing ... spiritual
issues, family issues, academic
issues, all the way down to ath-
letic issues,’’ he said at a news
conference. ‘‘I think I have found
that here at the University of
Iowa.
‘‘There is no need to be look-
ing anywhere else. This is where
I would like to call home for a
long, long time,’’ he said.
Rodman says he’s
back for rest
of season
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Dennis Rodman offered only his
word that whatever prompted him
to leave the Los Angeles Lakers is
resolved for now.
‘‘Nothing’s ever ironed out.
They just kind of subside for a
while,’’ he said Sunday after end-
ing a self-imposed layoff to
address personal issues that kept
him from the team for eight days.
‘‘I’ll be here the rest of the sea-
son. I’ve used up my hall pass,’’he
said, adding that his return got just
the kind of reaction from his
teammates that he anticipated —
none.
‘‘I wasn’t expecting these guys
to come over and shake my hand
... or anything like that. I expected
the team to go on as though noth-
ing happened. So, that’s what we
did.’’
Rodman played 23 minutes
and had four points and six
rebounds to help the Lakers, who
he says fined him $100 per day,
beat the Orlando Magic 115-104.
The seven-time rebounding
champion left the Lakers after
practice March 13, telling coach
Kurt Rambis he needed time to
resolve personal matters.
Buckeye basketball:
A state of wonder
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Before the season, Jim O’Brien’s
goal wasn’t to get Ohio State to
the Final Four. A practical man,
he was just hoping to get above
.500 following his worst season as
a coach. Now, with the Buckeyes
headed to the NCAA semifinals
in St. Petersburg, Fla., O’Brien is
a mystified as anyone.
‘‘I personally just wanted to
win more than we lost. I know it
sounds a little ridiculous right
now but I thought that was real,’’
he said. ‘‘I just thought that after
five straight losing seasons that a
winning record would have been
nice.’’
In O’Brien’s first season at
Ohio State, the Buckeyes went 8-
22, losing 17 straight games and
tying the school record for losses.
Even the most ardent fan
would have felt foolish to ask for
a winning season this year.
Tyson gets extra 
60 days in jail
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
No matter when Mike Tyson’s
sentence ends in Maryland, he’ll
have to stay in jail another 60
says for violating his Indiana
probation.
A Maryland judge will hear
arguments Friday that the former
heavyweight champion’s one-
year sentence for assault in
Maryland should be reduced.
However, even if that sen-
tence were reduced to time
already served, Tyson still must
serve the Indiana sentence,
spokeswoman Beverly Phillips
of the Marion County prosecu-
tor’s office in Indianapolis said
today.
‘‘The bottom line is, even if
the Maryland sentence is modi-
fied, he will not be released from
jail on Friday. 
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Following last weekend’s showing atMiddle Tennessee, where Eastern wontwo out of three games, baseball coachJim Schmitz was happier than a pig in
slop. And for good reason.
After all, the team was 1-12 going in. Now
it’s 3-13 for today’s home opener against
Indiana State. More importantly, the two wins
came against an Ohio Valley Conference oppo-
nent, while all the games prior were non-con-
ference. Those games were meaningless, by
some coaches’ stan-
dards.
“We played real-
ly good competition
(to start the season),
but I don’t want to
make excuses,”
Schmitz said.
“We’re happy it’s
over with. It’s even
better we didn’t
play easy teams and
go 10-2.”
If the Panthers don’t win the OVC
Tournament and need an at-large bid to get into
the College World Series, then that line of
thought may not be the best. An extra seven or
eight wins at the end surely couldn’t hurt. But
let’s not worry about losing to Southeast
Missouri in the championship game again this
year.
Surprisingly, it’s not the first time this sea-
son a Panther team has started out 3-13 – the
women’s basketball team did the same, en
route to a 5-21 finish and last place in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
But does a similar fate lie ahead for the
baseball players? 
All indications would be no. A second con-
secutive regular season Ohio Valley Conference
title is well within reach.
It looks even better considering SEMO, the
team most picked to give Eastern the biggest
challenge, is in a similar situation at 8-11, 2-1
in OVC play.
“Our focus is conference and our goal is still
the same,” Schmitz said. “To show up (at
Middle Tennessee) and put the first 12 games
behind us, shows a lot about the character of
the team. Those games are done with and the
guys showed they are moving on.”
It also shows good timing as well. Starting
Saturday, with a doubleheader at SEMO, the
Panthers get deep into the OVC schedule.
But going deep, the team’s trademark last
year with an OVC-record 120 homers, has not
been Eastern’s forte this year, with only four
dingers.
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Schmitz: He’s
happier than
a pig in slop
Chad Merda
Sports editor
email: cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu
Baseball team makes home debut
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
After returning from Hawaii where it faced
some of the nation’s toughest competition, the
Eastern softball team looks to notch its second
win of the year today as the team travels to
Bradley.
The Panthers ran into some tough competi-
tion and hope that experience will pay off when
they clash with the Braves.
“We need to go out and jump on them,”
head coach Lloydene Searle said.  “And use the
games we got under our belt in Hawaii.”
The team arrived in Charleston from its trip
early Monday morning, but the Panthers hope
that will not play a factor in the outcome of
today’s game.  
“We got in early (Monday) morning,”
Searle said. “So they only have a day to pre-
pare, but they’ll be ready.”
Junior third baseman Melissa Slama feels
having Monday off from practice should help
the team prepare.
“We had the day off today,” Slama said. “So
hopefully everyone is getting a lot of rest.”
After playing in the warm conditions of
Hawaii, Eastern has returned to threats of snow
for today’s game. Searle hopes her team can
put the weather factor in the back of its mind
and earn win No. 2 on the season.
“It’s kind of hard to come back to this
weather,” Searle said. “But we have to be ready
to play and have the mindset to get the job
done.”
Slama also hopes the team can overcome
the weather conditions.
“Weather is always a hard thing to adjust
to,” Slama said. “Hopefully, we’ll meet the
challenge and beat them.”
The Panthers feel they did a respectable job
in Hawaii against three ranked teams, but need
to improve defensively. 
“We’ve been hitting the ball pretty hard and
the pitching’s been good,” Slama said. “But we
definitely need to improve defensively.”
Searle said the team played well at times,
but needs to concentrate on being more consis-
tent. 
“(Bradley’s) not usually a tough team,”
Slama said. “The past couple years they have
been pretty weak.”
“Their pitchers are hitable,” Searle said of
Bradley. 
“We just need to be sharp defensively and
put the ball in play.”
Softball team hopes to rebound at Bradley
Chad Merda / Staff photographer
Eastern junior pitcher Joe Giarrante loosens up during practice Monday afternoon while coach Jim
Schmitz looks on. The Panthers make their home debut today at 2 p.m. at Monier Field against Indiana
State. See MERDA Page 10
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer
After miles of traveling and playing
in the hot sun, the Panther baseball
team will finally get a chance to play at
home when it hosts Indiana State at 2
p.m. today. 
The Panthers played their first 16
games on the road and went 3-13, but
now begin a two-game mini-homes-
tand. 
Panther head coach Jim Schmitz
said traveling from South Carolina to
Tennessee over spring break was
exhausting, but the team still handled
itself well.
“There was a lot of trying times and
we faced some good competition,”
Schmitz said. “People say teams win
with good people, and that’s what we
have. There could have been a lot of
bickering, but there wasn’t, and people
handled themselves in a good fashion.”
One of the 16 road games was a 4-
0 loss to the Sycamores on March 10.
In the loss, Eastern was only able to
come away with one hit, which came
off an infield single by Keith Laski.
“They threw a good arm and our
bats were struggling, but I think we’re
over the hump,” Schmitz said. 
This loss was one of 11 straight
losses to begin the season for the
Panthers. But since that 0-11 start,
Eastern has won three of its last five
games. Included in those wins were
two victories over Ohio Valley
Conference foe Middle Tennessee in
Eastern’s first conference action of the
season.
Indiana State is going in the oppo-
site direction of Eastern. The
Sycamores are coming off a Missouri
Valley Conference weekend where
they lost three of four games to
Southern Illinois. Indiana State has
gone 4-4 since it beat Eastern two
weeks ago.
An important part of the recent
surge by the Panthers is the changing
of the offense, especially the play of
junior third baseman Matt Marzec. The
1998 OVC Player of the Year busted
out of a slump when he went 3-for-4 in
Eastern’s 7-4 loss to Winthrop on
March 12. 
Another player who started off slow
was center fielder Sean Lyons.
Eastern’s offense erupted for 18 runs in
the Panthers’18-7 win in the first game
of the series against Middle Tennessee. 
Panthers try
to build on
weekend’s wins
See DEBUT Page 10
